Sub-obstacles related to long distance and lack of easy access to outpatient cardiac rehabilitation services
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Dear Editor
Cardiac rehabilitation programs (CRs), as one of the third-level prevention services, plays a significant role in improving the quality of life of patients, and reducing sudden deaths. In recent years, the importance of participating in various forms of CRs has been well highlighted. However, the rate of participation in Iran is less than 15%, and almost half of the patients will not be able to complete the programs.

This problem is due to several barriers, such as the lack of awareness of the benefits of CRs, illiteracy, aging, anxiety, depression, lack of insurance coverage, and long distances and lack of easy access. Although the long distance is considered as one of the obstacles to complete CRs, the indirect effects of this problem appear to have a more negative effect on the continuity of treatment. Distance-related effects include increased costs of metropolitan transportation, disruptions to the normal routine of daily life, need for a family member's permanent help and assistance, lack of sleep, low intake and delays in meals, and lack of individual healthcare facilities in CR centers.

In most CR centers, training classes and aerobic exercise begin at 8.30 am. The patients who live in adjoining cities and remote areas are facing numerous challenges for timely attendance. They usually wake up very early, and do not eat enough breakfast. This causes lack of sleep, sleepiness, and loss of blood sugar in patients, and it mostly causes them to be nervous and agitated. The patients' entourages, who are generally young people, are experiencing occupational, economic, and family problems because of the length of sessions (26-40 sessions of 3 hours). The patients are disturbed by the observation of this condition. Patients, especially those who suffer from financial problems, have to bear additional cost of transport. At the end of each session, the patients return to their place of residence immediately, and these travels will shift their meals. Meanwhile, because of the limitations of physical space, some CR centers do not have enough health facilities that cause the patients to suffer until they reach home.

These factors, all of which are effective in not registering and not adhering to CRs, are directly related to long distance and lack of easy access to these centers. Despite the numerous patients in Iran and the vastness of the country's territory, there are currently only 16 CR centers in 11 cities. This challenge makes it difficult for patients to access these services. Hence, we recommend that short and accessible delivery formats, such as hybrid and home-centered programs, be used alongside traditional hospital-based programs. In this case, patients with cardiovascular diseases are more likely to participate in CRs and complete the programs.
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